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     Abstract 
 
        Sensitivity analysis of cost coefficients of an interval transportation problem is 
discussed. A new solution method  namely, upper-lower method is proposed to 
determine the ranges of costs in the interval transportation problem such that  its 
optimal basis is invariant. The proposed method is illustrated with the help of a 
numerical example. Further, the upper-lower method is extended to fuzzy 
transportation problems.  
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1. Introduction 
 
        The transportation problem is one of the fundamental problems of network flow 
optimization which  has a large number of real-life applications. Sensitivity analysis 
(SA) is one of the most interesting and preoccupying areas in optimization. SA is to 
analyze the effect of the changes of the parameters in the optimization problems on 
the optimal value of the objective function as well as the validity ranges of these 
effects. SA is a useful tool in model building as well as in model evaluation and it 
can also indicate which parameter values are reasonable to use in the model. 
Information of SA, in a TP, is usually more important than the optimal solution 
itself.  Gal [5], Srinivasan and Thompson [11], Intrator and Paroush [6]  and  
Arsham [2]  studied  the conventional SA of  a TP and derived some interesting  
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results.  Adlakha and Arsham [1] proposed a pivotal algorithm for dealing with SA 
of  a TP without using  any extra variables. Intrator and Engelberg [7] considered 
SA of a TP problem by reducing the dimensionality of associated tableau.  
Doustdargholi et al. [4] studied the SA of right-hand-side parameter in a TP. Badra 
[3] introduced SA of a multiobjective TP. Kang-Ting Ma and Ue-Pyng Wen [8] 
presented support set invariant SA in a degenerate TP. Lucia Cabulea [9] discussed  
the SA of costs in a TP.  
 
        In this paper, we propose a new method namely, upper-lower method to 
develop the SA of  costs in an interval TP. Since we focus on interval cost parameter 
sensitivity, we will show that the optimal basis of the interval TP is invariant when 
the interval coefficients vary between the interval limits. An illustrative example is 
presented to clarify the idea of the upper-lower method. Then, we extend the 
proposed method to fully fuzzy TP.  The SA of costs in a TP  by the upper-lower 
method can help the decision makers to determine what level of accuracy is 
necessary for a parameter to make the model sufficiently useful and valid when they 
are handling distribution problem having  imprecise parameters. 
 
 
2. Preliminaries 
 
        We need the following definitions of the basic arithmetic operators and partial 
ordering on closed bounded intervals  which can be found in [10].  
 
 Let babaD ≤= ],,{[  and  a  and b  are in R }   denote the set of all closed 
bounded intervals on the real line R. 
  
Definition 2.1:  Let  ],[ baA =  and ],[ dcB =   be in D. Then,  
      (i) =⊕ BA ],[ dbca ++    and  
     (ii) =⊗ BA ],[ qp   where },,,min{ bdbcadacp =  and  },,,.{max bdbcadacq = . 
 
 Definition 2.2:  Let  ],[ baA =  and ],[ dcB =  be in  D. Then,  
   (i)   BA ≤   if  ca ≤  and  db ≤   ; (ii)  BA ≥   if ca ≥  and db ≥     and  
   (iii) BA =  if ca =  and db = . 
 
 
 3. Fully Interval Integer Transportation Problem 

 
Consider the following fully interval integer transportation problem (IP): 

             (IP)  Minimize ],[],[],[ ijijijij
n

1j

m

1i
21 yxdczz ⊗∑∑=

==
  

              subject to 
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                       ],[],[ iiijij
n

1j
payx =∑

=
, m1,2,...,i =                                                      (1) 

],[],[ jjijij
m

1i
qbyx =∑

=
, n1,2,...,j =                                                       (2) 

                   0ij ≥x , 0ij ≥y , m1,2,...,i =  and n1,2,...,j =  and are  integers           (3)                             

where   ijij   and  dc  are positive real numbers  for all  i  and  j , ii   and  pa  are 

positive real numbers for all  i  and jj   and qb  are positive real numbers for all  j. 
 
 Now, we need the following theorem  which finds a relation between optimal 
solutions of  a fully  interval  integer TP and a pair of induced  TPs and also, is used 
in the proposed  method  which can be found in Pandian and Natarajan [10].  
Theorem 3.1: If the set { o

ijy , for all i and j }   is  an optimal solution of the upper 

bound TP (UP) of  the problem (IP)  where  

(UP)            Minimize ijij
n

1j

m

1i
2 ydz ∑∑=

==
  

                   subject to             

                     iij
n

1j
py =∑

=
, m1,2,...,i =   ;    jij

m

1i
qy =∑

=
, n1,2,...,j =   ;                                                          

                   0ij ≥y , m1,2,...,i =  and n1,2,...,j =  and are integers                          

and the set  { o
ijx , for all i and j } is an optimal solution of the lower bound TP(LP) 

of the problem  (IP)  where  

(LP)      Minimize ijij
n

1j

m

1i
1 xcz ∑∑=

==
  

                subject to 

               iij
n

1j
ax =∑

=
, m1,2,...,i =    ;       jij

m

1i
bx =∑

=
, n1,2,...,j =   ;                                                           

                 0ij ≥x , m1,2,...,i =  and n1,2,...,j =  and are integers,                   

then   the set of intervals { ],[ ijij
oo yx , for all i and j } is an optimal solution of the 

problem (IP) provided oo
ijij yx ≤ , for all i and j. 

 
4. Sensitivity Analysis for Interval Cost Coefficients   
 
          Consider the SA of interval cost transportation problem having interval cost 
matrix ],[ ijij dc . As per the Theorem 3.1., for  analyzing  the sensitivity of (i,j)th cost  
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of  the  interval TP, we enough to do the SA of  (i,j)th  cost of  upper bound TP (UP) 
and  the lower bound TP (LP)  of  the  interval TP(IP). So, we separate the given 
interval TP into two classical TPs namely, upper TP having cost matrix ][ ijd and 

lower TP having cost matrix ][ ijc . 
  
          Now, to analyze the sensitivity range of (i,j)th cost in the problem (UP),  we  
proceed to a re-optimization of the problem, replacing  ijd  by 2tdij + . We compute 

the minimum and maximum values 2t , o
2t  and 1

2t  respectively  so that the current 
solution remains optimal provided  0)()( 2 ≥+−+ jiij vutd  for all i and j.  

Therefore, the sensitivity range of ijd  is  ],[ 1
22 tdtd ijij ++ o .  

 
           Now, to analyze the sensitivity range  of  (i,j)th cost in the problem (LP),  we  
proceed to a re-optimization of  the problem, replacing  ijc  by 1tcij + . We compute 

the minimum and maximum values 1t , o
1t  and 1

1t   respectively so that  the current 
solution remains optimal provided that 0)()( 1 ≥+−+ jiij vutc  where ji vu   and  

are Modi indices and oo
21c tdt ijij +≤+  and 1

2
1
1c tdt ijij +≤+ , for all i and j. 

Therefore, the sensitivity range of ijc  is ],[ 1
11 tctc ijij ++ o .  

 
          Thus, the sensitivity range of the interval cost ],[ ijij dc  is from the interval 

],[ 21
oo tdtc ijij ++   to the interval  ],[ 1

2
1
1 tdtc ijij ++ . 

 
4.1. Upper-Lower Method 
 
          We, now introduce a new method namely, upper-lower method to study the SA of  
interval cost TPs. 
  
          The upper-lower method  proceeds as follows. 
Step 1.  Construct the  upper  bound  and  lower bound  TPs  for the given interval  
              cost TP. 
Step 2.  Determine the optimal solution to the given interval cost TP using the  
             separation method [10].               
Step 3.  (i) For cost SA, replace  the (i,j)th cost value  ijd   by 2tdij +   in which the 

              parameter 2t  may vary . 

(ii) Compute the minimum and maximum values of 2t , say o
2t  and 1

2t   
respectively   so that the optimal basis  to the problem (UP)  is not changed.  
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Step 4. (i) For cost SA, replace  the (i,j)th cost value  ijc   by 1tcij +   in which the  

            parameter 1t  may vary . 

(ii) Compute the minimum and maximum values of 1t , say o
1t  and 1

1t  
respectively so that the optimal basis to the problem (LP) is not changed and  

oo
21 tdtc ijij +≤+  and 1

2
1
1 tdtc ijij +≤+ .  

Step 5. The minimum and maximum interval values of the (i,j)th cost ],[ ijij dc  is  

            ],[ 21
oo tdtc ijij ++  and ],[ 1

2
1
1 tdtc ijij ++  respectively. 

 
       Now, the upper-lower method is illustrated by the following example. 
Example 4.1: Consider the following fully interval transportation problem. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now, using the separation method [12], the basic cells of the given fully interval TP 
are (1,2), (1,3), (2,1) and (2,3).  
 
Now, we consider the SA of the given problem in the cell (1, 1) which is a non-basic 
cell. 
Case (i):  We consider the SA of the upper bound  TP in the cell (1, 1). 
 

 
 
               
 
 
 
 

Then, 2t varies from -3 to ∞.  Therefore, 11d  varies from 3 to ∞. 
Case (ii):  We consider the SA of the lower bound TP in the cell (1, 1). 
                                

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 D1 D2 D3 Supply
O1 [2,6] [3,5] [2,4] [40,50]

O2 [1,3] [3,6] [2,4] [25,30]

Demand [20,25] [15,20] [30,35] [65,80]

 31=v   52=v    43=v    Supply

01=u  26 t+ 5 
20

4 
30

50 

02=u  3 
25

6 4 
5

30 

Demand 25 20 35 80 

 11=v   32 =v     23 =v   Supply

01=u  12 t+ 3 
20

2 
30

50 

02=u  1 
25

3 2 
5

30 

Demand 25 20 35 80 
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Then, 1t varies from -1 to ∞. Therefore, 11c  varies from 1 to ∞. 
Thus,   the cell (1,1)  interval cost, [ 11c , 11d ]  varies from [1, 3] to (∞, ∞).  
 
 Now, we consider the SA of the given problem in the cell (1, 2) which is a basic 
cell. 
Case (i):  We consider the SA of the upper bound TP in the cell (1, 2). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Then, 2t varies from -∞ to 1.  Now, since 012 ≥d ,  12d  varies from 0 to 6. 
Case (ii):  We consider the SA of the lower bound TP in the cell (1, 2). 
                            

 
 
  
                                                
 
 
 
 

Then, 1t varies from -∞ to 0. Now, since ,012 ≥c  12c varies from  0 to 3. 

Thus, the cell (1,2,)  interval cost, [ 12c , 12d ]  varies from [0,0] to [3, 6]. 
  
     Similarly, we can find the sensitivity ranges of other costs in the interval 
transportation problems. 
 
Now, the sensitivity ranges of all costs in the given interval TP such that its optimal 
solution is invariant, are given in the following table: 

Cell Minimum limit Original  value Maximum limit 
(1,1) [1,  3] [2, 6] (∞, ∞) 
(1,2) [0,0] [3, 5] [3, 6] 
(1,3) [2, 3] [2, 4] [3, 7] 
(2,1) [0,0] [1, 3] [2, 6] 
(2,2) [3, 5] [3, 6] (∞, ∞) 
(2,3) [1, 1] [2, 4] [2, 5] 

 

 31=v    22 5 tv +=    43=v    Supply 

01=u  6 25 t+  
20

4 
30

50 

02=u  3 
25

6 
25 t+  

4 
5

30 

Demand 25 20 35 80 

 11=v    12 3 tv +=   23 =v    Supply

01=u  2  13 t+  
20

2 
30

50 

02=u  1 
25

3 
13 t+  

2 
5

30 

Demand 25 20 35 80 
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5. Fully Fuzzy Transportation Problem 
 

Consider the following fuzzy  integer transportation problem (FFITP) where 

(FFITP)    Minimize    ( )ijij
1j1i

~ ~ ~ xcz
nm

⊗∑∑≈
==

 

                subject to 

                        iij
n

1j
~~ ax ≈∑

=
, m1,2,...,i =   ;  jij

m

1i

~~ bx ≈∑
=

, n1,2,...,j =  ;                                                         

               0~  ~
ij fx ,  m1,2,...,i =  and n1,2,...,j =  and  are  integers                           

 where   m = the number of supply points ;  n  = the number of demand points ; ij
~x  is  

the uncertain  number of units shipped from supply point i to demand point j ; ij
~c  is  

the uncertain cost of shipping one unit from supply point i to the   demand point j 
which is non-negative ; i

~a   is  the uncertain supply at supply point i  and  j
~b   is  the 

uncertain demand at demand point j. 
 
             A trapezoidal fuzzy number ),,,( dcba  can be represented as an interval 
number form as follows. 
               ])(,)([),,,( αα cddabadcba −−−+=  ; .10 ≤≤α                                (4) 
 
            Using the relation (4), we can convert the given fuzzy TP into an interval TP. 
Using the upper-lower method, we obtain the ranges of costs in the interval TP such 
that its optimal is invariant. Then, again using the relation (4), we can find the 
ranges of costs in the given fuzzy TP. 
 
Example 5.1: Consider the following fuzzy transportation problem 

 
 
 
 
 

Now, using the relation (4)  and upper-lower method,  we obtain the sensitivity 
ranges of  fuzzy costs of the given fuzzy TP  as follows: 

 
 
 
      

 
 
 

 

 D1 D2 Supply 
O1 (0,1,3,4) (2,3,5,6) (10,20,30,40) 
O2 (1,3,5,7) (2,6,7,9) (2,4,8,12) 

Demand (2,8,10,20) (10,16,28,32)  

Cell Minimum limit Original  value Maximum limit 
(1,1) (0,0,0,0) (0,1,3,4) (1,2,3,4)  
(1,2) (1,2,5,6)  (2,3,5,6)  ),,,( ∞∞∞∞  
(2,1) (0,4,5,7)  (1,3,5,7)  ),,,( ∞∞∞∞  
(2,2) (0,0,0,0)  (2,6,7,9)  (3,7,7,9)  
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